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**** Please do not begin your test or view any questions until instructed to do so. **** 

 
 
Test Taking Information and Instructions: 
 

 
Welcome to TechTest Jr. 2016 and thank you for participating. TechTest Jr is a middle 

school version of TechTest, which is offered to high school juniors and seniors and includes 
significant scholarship money based on the test results. 

 
You will not be allowed to bring in any paper or pencils with you. Pencils and scratch 

paper will be provided. If you need additional paper or pencils, you may raise your hand to call a 
proctor for assistance. If you have any questions, you may also raise your hand for assistance. 
However, the proctors can only provide clarification. They cannot assist you in figuring out a 
question. 

 
You have an hour and 45 minutes to complete the exam. After completing it, you will 

need to turn in your exam, answer sheet, all scratch paper and pencil(s). At that point, you are 
welcome to move to the adjoining break area while the remaining participants complete their 
exams. Awards will be given to the top finishers. All exams will be graded on-site and the 
winners will be announced after lunch and the tours. 

 
This year, TechTest Jr. consists of 33 questions. The questions include math (Algebra 

and Geometry) and science topics typically covered in your 7th and 8th grade classes. Math 
questions are based on the Common Core standards (CCSS). Most questions are multiple-
choice, but a constructed response is required for the last three questions. They can be 
answered on the back of the answer sheet. For those, you will be graded on the correctness of 
the answer as well as for the solution steps, so be sure to show your work. Calculators may be 
used, but phones or any other electronic devices are not allowed in the testing area. 

 
 

* If you need a bathroom break during the test, please raise your hand and a proctor will assist you. * 

http://sesfoundation.org/
http://sierrastudiesfoundation.wordpress.com/about-2/sesf_logo_sm-2/


Questions 1-8 are worth 2 points each 

1) Red clay bricks have a density of approximately 2000kg/m3. Air has a density of approximately 
1kg/m3. Which of the following has the lowest mass? 

A) 2m3 of bricks 
B) 4.5m3 of bricks 
C) 6000m3 of air 
D) 10,000m3 of air 

 
2) The graph to the right shows the speed of a 

vehicle over time. How far did the vehicle travel 
during the first two seconds? 
A) 0.2m 
B) 5m 
C) 10m 
D) 20m 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3) The graph to the right shows the change in 

position of a roller coaster over time. What is 
the speed of the roller coaster during the time 
interval between 4 seconds and 10 seconds? 

A) 3m/s 
B) 4m/s 
C) 9m/s 
D) 10m/s 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4) Two bike riders are competing in the Tour de France. The lead rider is 100 yards ahead, but is 
pedaling at a 10% slower rate (cadence) than the second place rider. If each of their paces remains as 
they are, how long will it take for the second place rider to catch the lead rider? 

A) 1000 yards 
B) 90 seconds 
C) Never 
D) Not enough information is given to solve it 



5) In a desalinization plant, sea water is purified by using high pressure to pass it through a semi-
permeable membrane. This process is called: 

A) Migration 
B) Transmogrification 
C) Convection 
D) Osmosis 
E) Conduction 

 
 
6) Deflategate II: A football in the shape of a rectangular prism was deflated. The dimensions were all 

decreased by 50%. What is the effect on the total volume? 
A) The volume would be the same as the original volume 
B) The volume would be 1/2 of the original volume 
C) The volume would be 1/4 of the original volume 
D) The volume would be 1/8 of the original volume 
E) The volume would be 1/16 of the original volume 

 
 
7) Rock Density: You have three rocks. When placed into a specific liquid, Rock A sinks and Rock C floats. 

Rock B’s density is exactly mid-way between that of Rock A and Rock C. When placed into the same 
liquid: 

A) Rock B will float 
B) Rock B will sink 
C) Rock B will stay suspended in the liquid 
D) There is not enough information to determine what will happen 

 
 
8) If a boat model had a scale of 1:43 and it was 27” long, approximately how long would the actual 

boat be? 
A) 1.6” 
B) 27’ 
C) 43’ 
D) 97’ 
E) 1161’ 

 
 

Questions 9-19 are worth 4 points each 

9) You are pointing a laser beam at a geosynchronous (geostationary) satellite that is orbiting 22,000 
miles above the earth, directly overhead. The receiver has a 20’ radius. If you changed the angle of 
the laser beam by 0.001 degrees, approximately how far away from the center of the receiver would 
the beam be? 

A) 20’ 
B) 2020’ 
C) 5280’ 
D) 2.2 miles 
E) Not enough information is given to solve it 



10) Given that the radius of the Earth is 4,000 miles, approximately how fast is the surface of the Earth 
spinning at the equator? 

A) 1047mph 
B) 523mph 
C) 1256mph 
D) 2π(4,000)mph 

 
 
11) NID is caught between a rock and a hard spot with the drought. They can drain the Scott’s Flat 

reservoir at a rate of 50,000 gallons per second. It holds 16 billion gallons and is currently at 85% 
capacity. A big El Nino storm is rapidly approaching. Approximately how long will it take to drain the 
lake to the 25% level that they need for flood protection along Deer Creek (assume there is no 
inflow at the time)? 

A) 24 hours 
B) 1.75 days 
C) 53 hours 
D) 5 days 
E) 9.6 days 

 
 
12) A pizza is taken out of a 375oF oven. The oven is in the southern hemisphere and the temperature in 

the room is 35 degrees C. Which graph approximates the change in temperature over time? 
 

 
D) It depends on the toppings 

 
 
 
13) Three alarms are set to go off: one every 20 minutes, one every 35 minutes and one every ¾  hour. If 

they are synchronized at noon, at what time will all three go off at the same time? 
A) 1:40pm 
B) 8:45pm 
C) 1:40am 
D) 9:00am 
E) Never 
 

 



14) A rain gauge has a circular top that has a circumference of 24”. It drains into a cylindrical tube that 
has a diameter of 1.5”. If the tube fills up to a height of 18”, how many inches of rain have fallen? 

A) 0.13” 
B) 0.69” 
C) 1.55” 
D) 7.64” 
E) 25.9” 

 
 
15) Cigarettes cost $2.25 per pack in 2000 and increased in cost by 10% at the end of each year. If 

someone bought 3 packs per week, how much would have been spent from the beginning of 2000 
through the end of 2005? 

A) $513.90 
B) $714.30 
C) $1755.00 
D) $2142.89 
E) $2708.18 

 
 
16) Light from a distant galaxy is detected by a radio telescope in an observatory on the top of a 

mountain in New Mexico. It is determined that the light originated from 2.5 million light years away. 
How far away was the light source? (Note: the speed of light is 186,000 miles per second) 

A) 186,000 miles 
B) 2.5 million miles 
C) 4.65x1011 miles 
D) 1.5x1019 miles 
E) 465 trillion miles 

 
 
 
17) The speedometer on your car has an accuracy of +/-15%. The speed limit on the freeway is a 

minimum of 45mph and a maximum of 65mph. What range of speed, according to your 
speedometer, do you need to stay within in order to ensure that you are not in violation of the 
speed limit? 

A) 38.3mph – 74.8mph 
B) 47.5mph – 62.5mph 
C) 51.8mph – 55.3mph 
D) 52.9mph – 56.5mph 
E) 46.8mph – 63.3mph 

 
 
18) A quadcopter originally priced at $250 was marked down 35%. After a few days it wasn’t selling, so 

it was marked down another 15% off the sale price. Rounded to the nearest integer, what is the 
percent of change from the original price to the final sale price? 

A) 81% 
B) 50% 
C) 45% 
D) 25% 



19) Simplify: 40(3 – 4x + (4/5)y)  – 3y(-7 + 7x) - 10 
A) 110 – 160x + 53y -21xy 
B) 110 – 4x + (4/5)y 
C) 120 + 160x + 32y – 30 
D) 120 -160x + (4/5)y – 30xy 
E) None of the above 

 
 
 
 

Questions 20-27 are worth 6 points each 

20) A hemispherical, bowl-shaped piece of concrete (see diagram at right) weighs 100 pounds. Its 
exterior diameter is 24”. It is placed into a swimming pool full of water. When placed into the water, 
the bowl will:  

A) Sink  
B) Float 
C) Stay suspended in the water 
D) Cannot make a determination without knowing the 

width of the bowl’s wall 
 

Notes: 

x Surface Area of a sphere = 4πr2 
x Volume of  a sphere = (4/3) πr3 
x Weight of water = 62.5 pounds, or 28.3kg, per cubic 

foot. 
 
 
 
21) If a 25lb weight is placed inside the bowl in the previous problem, the bowl will: 

A) Sink 
B) Float 
C) Stay suspended in the water 
D) Still cannot make a determination without knowing the width of the sphere’s wall 

 
 
22) The swimming pool at Bear River HS needs to be drained quickly. They have two pumps. One can 

drain the pool in 2 hours. The other takes 3 hours to drain it. If both pumps are used at the same 
time, how long will it take to drain the pool?  

A) 0.5 hours 
B) 45 minutes 
C) 1 hour 
D) 1.2 hours 
E) 1.4 hours 

 
 
  



23) A tire sensor strip was placed across the highway in order to monitor the number of vehicles using 
the road. The sensor counts each time a tire runs over it. Based on previous samples, the 
approximate mix of vehicles using the road was: 
x Cars and motorcycles (2 axles): 78% 
x Trucks and cars pulling a trailer (3 axles): 5% 
x Busses (3 axles): 3% 
x Semis (5 axles): 14% 

After 72 hours of monitoring, the sensor had counted to 1.1 million. Assuming the above mix was 
maintained, what is the average number of vehicles that this represents per day? 

A) 440,000 
B) 176,000 
C) 147,000 
D) 84,600 
E) 28,200 

 
 
24) The same sensor strip could be used to determine the speed of a vehicle. If a single motorcycle was 

traveling over the sensor and its wheelbase (distance from the center of the front wheel to the 
center of the back wheel) was 4.5’ and the two readings from the sensor were 25.568ms 
(milliseconds) apart, how fast was the motorcycle going? 

A) 45mph 
B) 63mph 
C) 97 mph 
D) 120 mph 
E) 135 mph 

 
 
25) Nevada County is approximately 974 square miles in area and is still suffering from an extended 

drought. Two 8th graders were having an argument over a banana split at Lazy Dog regarding how 
significant the amount of water would be if an inch of rain fell over the entire county. If there are 7.5 
gallons per cubic foot and gallon of water weighs approximately 8.3 pounds, how much water would 
be suspended in the atmosphere in order to generate 1” of rain? 

A) 60,631 gallons 
B) 1.412x1011 pounds of water 
C) 17.5 million gallons 
D) 1.412x1014 pounds of water 
E) Not enough information is given to solve the problem 

 
 
26) A model rocket’s trajectory is modeled by the equation h = –t2 + 18t, where h is the height in feet 

and t is time in seconds. The maximum height that the rocket will achieve and the time it will take to 
come back to the ground would be: 

A) Max height = 81 feet; Duration of the flight = 18 seconds 
B) Max height = 18 feet; Duration of the flight = 4.2 seconds 
C) Max height = 81 feet; Duration of the flight = 9 seconds 
D) Max height = 81 feet; Duration of the flight = 4.5 seconds 
E) Max height = 18 feet; Duration of the flight = 9 seconds 

 



27) Steep Challenge: You want to climb up to the top of a 
grassy hill. You broke both legs recently and have 
determined that the slope of the hill might be too much for 
you to handle with crutches. Your buddy suggests an 
alternate route to the top, but since your friend didn’t do 
very well in math, you are a bit skeptical. 

 
Given the diagram at the right, if you take the zig-zagged 
route, what will the effect on the slope be compared to 
going straight up the hill? 

A) It will be the same in either case 
B) The slope of the zig-zagged route will be 

approximately 50% of the slope of the straight route 
C) The slope of the zig-zagged route will be 

approximately 71% of the slope of the straight route 
D) The slope of the zig-zagged route will be more than 

the slope of the straight route 
E) There is not enough information provided to 

determine the difference between the two routes. 
 
 
 
 
 

Questions 28-30 are worth 9 points each 

28) You were recently hired by Sugar Bowl to run their snow-making operations. Given that we’re in the 
midst of an extended drought, there is a lot of concern about how much water will be used in the 
upcoming season. Given the coverage information in the table below, how many gallons of water 
would be needed to cover one square mile of a ski slope to a depth of 3” if: 
x There are 7.5 gallons per cubic foot of water 
x The temperature is hovering just below freezing 

 

Temp (oF) Water to snow conversion rate 

0-10 1”=18” 
10-20 1”=14” 
20-30 1”=12” 

 
A) 2,904,000 gal 
B) 3,565,000 gal 
C) 3,733,714 gal 
D) 4,356,000 gal 
E) 22,500,000 gal 

 
 
  



29) You have a statue that you need to make a base 
for. The monument weighs 3.75 tons. The 
ground was tested and can support up to 30 
pounds per square inch. You are using 5 square 
footings (pads) spaced as shown to the right. 
The weight will be equally distributed on each of 
the 5 footings. You want to have a 10% margin 
in order to account for the extra weight of 
snow, people, etc…, or errors in the soil 
compaction results. In feet, what is the 
minimum size of each footing? 

A) ½’ x ½’  
B) .618’ x .618’ 
C) .75’ x .75’ 
D) 1.38’ x 1.38’ 
E) 1.5’ x 1.5’ 

 
 
30) Two trains were traveling directly toward each other. One was traveling north at 75mph and the 

other was traveling south at 45mph. When they were four miles apart, a quadcopter was released 
from the northbound train. Its speed was 15mph faster than the train it left. When it reached the 
southbound train, it immediately turned around and headed back to the northbound train, 
maintaining its speed. When it reached the northbound train, it reversed its direction again and 
headed toward the southbound train. This continued until the two trains met. At that time, how far 
had the quadcopter flown? 

A) 0.5 miles 
B) 3 miles 
C) 4 miles 
D) 30 miles 
E) The total distance cannot be calculated 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Questions 31-33 on the following page are “fill-in” Questions 

Their Point Values are Listed Next to Each Problem 

 
  



31) Product Labels: 
The Heart Association recommends limiting intake of fat to 25% 
of calories. For the following labels, which one(s) meet(s) that 
requirement for total fat (select all that do)? Assume one gram 
of fat contains 9 calories. (4 Points) 

 

 
 
32) Algebra: Twice the sum of two consecutive odd integers is 9 less than five times the smaller integer. 

What are the two integers? (5 Points) 
 
 
33) In the diagram below, angles #8 and #9 are congruent. Find the measure of each of the other angles 

listed. Show your answers and work on the back of the answer sheet (6 Points) 
 

Angle #4:    
Angle #5:    
Angle #6:    
Angle #7:    
Angle #8:    
Angle #9:   



TechTest Jr. 2016 Answer Key: (150 points total) 
 
Group A: The following are worth 2 points each (16 points total): 
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 
 
Group B: The following are worth 4 points each (44 points total): 
9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19 
 
Group C: The following are worth 6 points each (48 points total): 
20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27 
 
Group D: The following are worth 9 points each (27 points total): 
28, 29, 30 
 
Constructed Response (15 points total): 
31 (4), 32 (5), 33 (6) 
 
 
Total Points: 150  



TechTest Jr. 2016 Answer Key: (150 points total) 
 
Group A: The following are worth 2 points each (16 points total): 
1: A 
2: D 
3: A 
4: D 
5: D 
6: D 
7: D 
8: D 
 
Group B: The following are worth 4 points each (44 points total): 
9: B 
10: A 
11: C 
12: C 
13: D 
14: B 
15: E 
16: D 
17: D 
18: C 
19: A 
 
Group C: The following are worth 6 points each (48 points total): 
20: B 
21: B 
22: D 
23: C 
24: D 
25: B 
26: A 
27: C 
 
Group D: The following are worth 9 points each (27 points total): 
28: D 
29: B 
30: B 
 
 
Group E: The following are worth 4, 5, and 6 points (15 points total): 
31: B and D 
32: 13 and 15 
33: Angle #4: 56 

Angle #5: 57 
Angle #6: 123 
Angle #7: 57 
Angle #8: 28.5 
Angle #9: 28.5 

 


